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On behalf of Freedom Reigns Ranch, I nominate Becca Leavy for the Emerging Leader Award.
Becca fills numerous volunteer positions at Freedom Reigns Ranch. She co-leads Mentor Sessions for two groups of 9-10 year old girls, trains and exercises our session horse, Bronson, is a
part of our equine rescue team, and makes herself readily available for events and work groups.
Becca has proven herself over and over to be a responsible and reliable volunteer. She is one of
the hardest working volunteers on the ranch, donating an average of 6 hours per week of her
time. She is committed to leading her participants well in mentor sessions and plans fitting material for her participants based oﬀ of her knowledge of them. Becca invests in training our session
horse, Bronson, weekly and does additional research outside of the ranch to help improve on her
training abilities and knowledge. She shows compassion to him and understands his needs
through spending time with him. She oftentimes will direct other volunteers in the proper way to
care for and work with him to bring out the best in him.
Freedom Reigns Ranch is a foster home to assist in rehabilitating horses who have been through
abuse and neglect. Becca readily volunteers to help care for them oftentimes late into the night as
starvation cases must be fed very consistently. She does not shy away from dirty work and willingly steps up to assist with any needs she knows we have.
Becca makes herself available to assist with special events and volunteer work groups. She
teaches and gives direction as well as assists with set-up and teardown. We are so incredibly
blessed to have had Becca for so many years and we are so grateful for her dedication and
commitment to Freedom Reigns Ranch.
Sincerely,
Rachel Capps

